YouScience in Your
Community!
A Plan to Partner Students, Parents, Educators, and
Community Business/Industry.

The GRCCA Model for Career Success!

Do What you Love...

Never Work a Day!

YouScience = YourCareer!

Using YouScience Data to find YourCareer
➔

Sort student data filtering “Aptitude Fit” and “Overall Fit” for each student.

➔

Sort Aptitude & Overall Fit by pathway; begin Pathway Cohort List.

➔

Consider Pathway Cohort List that do not match a current pathway. Meet with
business/industry to begin building new pathway or use select core academics that could
pair with an internship for Aptitude or Overall Fit, form new Pathway.

➔

Host meetings of various sizes for students and parents to understand YouScience data,
and the connection to the perfect career.

Student/Parent Letter of Explanation of the Use of
YouScience Data to Match with Career Options
EXPLANATION
Congratulations! As a GHS student, you took part in the YouScience Assessment. YouScience data
indicates the types of careers that you have: interest, aptitude (natural skill/ability) or those that are
an overall fit, with both interest and aptitude. What areas does your data show? You had both an
interest and aptitude fit in health diagnostics, as well as marketing. One of the best careers for
someone gifted in marketing is a pharmaceutical sales representative. The Pharmacy Technician
pathway at the GRCCA has been revamped and is now a program just for seniors. This would be a
great certification to have if you were to pursue pharmaceutical sales or any other career in the
business of healthcare.
NEED
With the addition of the new VA hospital in our region, healthcare related fields will continue to be in
high demand, and with the pandemic, each person’s health is at the forefront to a good life. Working to
make sure new medication information get to the physician as well as the patient is a very worth
profession.

Student/Parent Letter of Explanation of the Use of
YouScience Data to Match with Career Options
IMAGINE
Imagine now that during your senior year, you complete the Pharmacy Technician pathway, by
attending the GRCCA just ½ day. Just before graduation, you will sit for the exam to become a
Certified Pharmacy Technician as recognized by the Georgia Board of Pharmacy. You could
then work part time while in college completing a degree in business/marketing. The
background of working in a pharmacy will only further advance you in your understanding of
the importance of marketing healthcare products in a valuable way. You will also gain customer
service experience as well as other employability skills. This experience will only add to your
resume, as well as begin your professional networking strategy.

ENCOURAGEMENT
Again, Congratulations! Your YouScience data shows that you could make a mark in this world, in
a career you are already a perfect fit to pursue. I would love to have you as a part of the GRCCA
Pharmacy Technician pathway as a jump off to your success in the future.

Opportunities to Educate Parents, Students, & High
School Teachers, Counselors, & Administrators
➔ Dinner Meetings with student, parent, and business/industry sponsor.
Example: Let’s Taco About Being a Teacher.
➔ Take number of students who scored with interest/aptitude for certain
business/industry, to the industry. Plan a recruitment effort for
internships/WBL/apprenticeships at the high school with the business.
Example: CAT
➔ “Career Fair” for high school teachers, counselors, administrators; all
business participants have table tell: entry level jobs, salary, education
needed, skills needed, how to get into the industry, etc.
➔ Take parents to the workplace! Made in the Region Tour for Parents
Only! Success story. True story.

MM

Made in the Region Parent Only Tour, sponsored by Georgia
Association of Manufacturers, February 2019

Let’s Stay Connected!
★ Visit our website: grcca.education
★ Follow us on Social Media:
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